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ABSTRACT

The true advantage to the interfacing of computers to fermentation processes is the

dynamic optimization of the fermentation using model reference control techniques.

This has not been realized and is due in part to the absence of accurate real-

time process variable data such a biomass concentration and growth rate.Real-time tech-

niques employing an on-line computer were evaluated to estimate biomass concentration

and growth rate data by material balancing oxygen using the yield and maintenance

model. The results of this analysis were satisfactory for 2 metabolically simple

fermentations. However, in order to obtain estimates of equivalent accuracy for a

metabolically complex fermentation (aerobic growth of Baker's yeast), it was necessary

to correct values of Y. and My for metabolic variations by introducing a
x/0

metabolic correction function, B Z/X which is a function of respiratory quotient.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The period since the First European Conference on Computer Process Control in

Fermentation, Dijon, France, 1973, has enjoyed a substantial amount of interest in

the coupling of computers to fermentation systems. This interest has manifested it-

self in the creation of a mmber of computerized systems from plant to pilot scale.In

many cases, these systems perform real-time data acquistion, reduction and analysis

functions (1, 2), and some control process variables by independent DDC loops (3).

However,the true advantage to these systems, which is the dynamic optimization

of the fermentation process using model reference control techniques, has not been

realized (4). The primary obstacles to this goal are well known and are two-fold:

the first is a lack of real-time sensors for measuring important process variables

such as biomass concentration, growth rate, substrate concentration utilization rates,

etc; the second is an insufficient understanding of the interactions of process

variables and the dynamic response of a fermentation to changes in environmental

conditions.

Substantial amounts of research effort have been devoted to both areas (5,6,7,8).

However, before the use of mathematical descriptions of culture behavior can be ap-

plied in real-time fermentation process control, the sensor development problem must

be solved first. In this regard, the lack of accurate on-line biomass concentration

data is of critical importance since the variable is fundamental to most any mathe-

matical model describing fermentation kinetics. The project to be described addresses

itself primary to this problem of estimating biomass concentration from data which is

available from the fermentation using on-line instrumentation and a real-time digital

computer (9). At the end of this paper, an example will be given of how this infor-

mation is being used in constructing a dynamic optimization procedure for a fermenta-

tion which produces SCP from a cellulosic medium.

II. ESTIMATION OF BIOMASS CONCENTRATION AND GROWTH RATE BY COMPONENT BALANCING

OXYGEN - THEORY

The foundation for estimation of biomass concentration, X, from substrate utiliza-

tion or product synthesis data is the making of a material balance around the fermen-

tor as proposed earlier (10, 11). Figure 1 shows this balance when the component

of interest enters and leaves the fermentor in the gas phase. A component balance is

made for gas, Eq. (1), and aqueous, Eq. (2), phases. The common term, J, expressing

the interfacial flux of the component is eliminated by adding the equations to form

Eq. (3). The dynamic accumulation term is dropped assuming that the rates of change

are very small in comparison with the remaining terms. In the case of oxygen, the

rate ofoxygen consumption, R, >» may be represented by the yield and maintenance model,

Eq. (4). Substitution of this model in Eq. (3) gives a linear first order differen-

tial equation, Eq. (5, 6).
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Figured

Batch Fermentor Material Balance On the Gas Phase
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The solution, Eq. (7), is easily obtained by specifying one boundary condition,
that at time zero, the initial biomass concentration is known as Xo:

The integration in Eq. (7) is performed numerically by the real-time computer
using the method of trapezoids. The large number of oxygen uptake rate, OUR , data
points (12 per hour) and their slow rate of change make the use of this integration
procuedure very accurtate. The growth rate , dX/dt » is obtained directly by re-
arranging Eq. (6) to obtain Eq. (8),

The values of rg,anMe in Eq. (6), must be obtained beforehand from an
experiment in which oxygen uptake rate and biomass concentration data are available.
This fermentation should be similar to the one in which the estimations are to be
made (same microorganism, medium, etc.) for best results. A rearrangement of Eq. (6)

suggests one way in which the constants can be obtained:

wir OUR

%,” IE
iL= M +

0,/X Yy/o
 

Al
sz (9)

2

A plot of the specific oxygen uptake rate, or respiration rate, OUR(t) /X(t) vs the
specific growth rate 1/X dX/dt should give a straight line of slope 1/Y.X/ 07 and

intercept Mo 9x :

Difficulties arise, however, when trying to differentiate the relatively sparse
biomass concentration data to obtain the growth rate. Therefore, the integrated form
of Eq. (9) has been used in this research.

i OUR(t) dt

besAe de nn Pe) ao)
ce Dar = t

uf X(t)dt 2 X(t) dt
Oo Oo

An analogous plotting of the data gives a line of slope No and intercept My :
2 2/X

After obtaining values of Yy/0 and My IX using this procedure,the parameters were
refined using a simplex optimization procedure minimizing the sum deviations (error)
squared between data and estimated values obtained DY EG 7).

III. RESULTS OF ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

Three fermentation type were studied to evaluate the results of estimating biomass
concentration from oxygen consumption data (Thermoactinomyces sp. grown on 5% cellu-
lose medium, Streptomyces sp. grown on CSL - glucose medium, and Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Baker$ yeast) grown on CSL -glucose medium). Values of x/ and M

0, Oo/x
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were computed and biomass concentration estimates were made using the oxygen uptake

rate data from the same experiments. In two cases, the estimates follow closely the

trends established by independent laboratory determination of the biomass concentra-

tion

(Thermoactinomyces sp., Yo, = 2.10 g-x/g-055 NR =50.12 g-0,/g-x ahr,

o(standard error) = 0.24 g/f , Streptomyces sp., To =16 g-x/g-0, a
2

Mm =, 0-088. ¢-0,/exbr, 9 = 0:59 g/f ).
20

However, the metabolic complexity of the yeast fermentation caused greater errors in

the estimates(Y = 2.70 g-x/g-0, , M = 0.061 g-0,/g-x-hr,o=0.78 g/f , Fig. 2)
x/0, 2 027% 2

Substantial deviations are particularly evident during hours 12.4 - 15.0 when glucose

additions to the culture were suspended to cause the culture to metabolize accumulated

ethanol (Diauxic Growth).

All of the three microorganisms generate energy by metabolizing glucose to carbon

dioxide and water by the glycolysis and tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) sequence.

However, yeast cells create metabolic energy by this means in addition to generating

it by other metabolic pathways that produce partially oxidized intermediates such as

ethanol, acetate, and glycerol which accumulate in the medium (12). During periods

of glucose deprivation, the yeast metabolism changes in order to utilize

these intermediates to produce metabolic energy, a phenomenon known as diauxic or

diphasic growth. These metabolic complexities, as might be expected, lead to varia-

tions in the oxygen yield and maintenance constants, Yy/0 and ae . Since the model

for oxygen consumption , Eq. (6), does not account for thése para variations, |

the accuracy of the yeast biomass concentration estimates is reduced over those com-

puted for fermentations of less metabolic complexity.

IV. CORRECTION OF OXYGEN YIELD AND MAINTENANCE VALUES FOR METABOLIC SHIFTS IN YEAST

FERMENTATIONS AEROBIC

\

|
|

Oxygen utilization by living cells is most closely associated with the production

of energy to do metabolic work. However, the model, Eq. (6), used to estimate the |

biomass concentration relates oxygen consumption directly with growth. Therefore, a

more accurate representation is made by coupling oxygen consumption to energy product-

ion, and in a second step, energy production with growth (Table 1). Energy production, | |

E, and oxygen consumption may be related by an analogous form of the yield and main- |

tenance modelgq.(4)giving Eq. (11). The literature suggests that the nergy produced ,in
ATP equivalents, and growth can be expressed by Eq.(12).In this case,the yield constant

. - * - - . - -

becomes the more familiar YqppWhich is relatively constant from organism to organism,

and under a variety of culture conditions ines = 10.5 I = 0.021 En CLS).

 _
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2 8 FIGURE 2

NEN Saccharomyces cerevisiae Biomass Concentration Data
Sal = and Estimates Derived from Oxygen Uptake Rate Data -
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TABLE 1

Accounting for Metabolic Shifts

in the Oxygen Utilization Model
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Consideration of the principal energy yielding metabolic pathways in aerobic growth ;
of yeast reveals that the number of moles of ATP per mole of oxygen assimilated varies

| with each metabolic route (Table 2). To account for these variations, Me/0, and Y

are re-expressed as functions defined by Eqs. (13) and (14). Yrca and Mica

are the true yield and maintenance constants that are obtained when cellular energy

is being entirely derived by the metabolizing of one mole of glucose to 6 moles of
co, and H,0, and 36 moles of ATP by the glycolytic and tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA)
sequence. 8 is a metabolic correction function whose value depends on the relative

rates of the other significant energy yielding metabolic pathways. Substitution of
these newly defined yield and maintenance functions, Eqs. (13) and (14), into Eq. (11)

0,/e

gives Eq. (15). This equation is converted back into terms of biomass concentration,

X, by using Eq. (12) to give Eq. (16). Collecting constants and rearrangement yields

Eq. (19):.

Equation (19) is exactly the same as the original model used earlier, Eq. (6), ex-
cept that the value of the oxygen uptake rate, OUR, is multiplied by ß, the metabolic
correction function. The yield and maintenance constants, Yxyo and My IX refer
strictly to growth when glucose ‚which is being used to generate energy,Is completely
metabolized to co, and H,0 by glycolysis and the TCA cycle sequence. When these con-
ditions apply, ßis defined to have a value of 1.0. The form of Eq. (19), is particu-

| larly convenient since it permits the use of the same numerical and graphical pro-
| cedures described before, when OUR is replaced by (8) (OUR).

 
| The g function is derived by considering substrate and products other than oxygen.

This enables the approximation of the relative significance of other metabolic path-
I ways operating simultaneously with glycolysis and the TCA cycle to produce energy.
| The more of these products and substrates that can be considered, the more complicated

the g@ function becomes, and the greater the demand for knowledge of the competing

metabolic processes.

|
|

| A. Corrections for Ethanol Production During Glucose Assimilation

The simplest case to consider is the production of ethanol by

| aerobic yeast, which is the most important competing process with glycolysis

| and the TCA cycle for glucose utilization. The overall equations are shown in

Table 3. Five independent rate equations, Eq. (20)-(24), can be derived from
| the stoichiometry. By knowing the carbon dioxide evolution rate in addition
i to the oxygen uptake rate, the system of 5 equations can be solved uniquely,
| Eqs. (25)-(29). The relative molar proportions of glucose being metabolized
| by the glycolysis - TCA pathway ,e,and the ethanol pathway „&,‘ can be ex-
| pressed in terms of the respiratory quotient RQ alone, Egs. (32) and (33).
| Knowing these relative rates, the total amount of ATP produced per mole of

glucose can be written as Eq. (34). The total amount of oxygen consumed per

mole of glucose becomes Eq. (35). Then the overall yield of ATP produced

per mole of oxygen consumed, fie » can be expressed as a function of

respiratory quotient alone, Eq. (36). The metabolic correction function, B, is
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TABLE 2

Stoichiometric Balances of the Principal Metabolic

Pathways of Yeast Grown on Glucose

(A) Glucose/CO, CEHy2% + 60, + 36ADP

> 6C0, + 64,0 + 36ATP

(B) Glucose/EtOH CEH9% + 2ADP + 2C0, + 3EtOH + 2ATP

(den) Glucose/Ace- C.#..0283720,.:6 T0ADE
Kate 612.6 2

> ,2c0, + 2Acetate + 2H,0 + 10ATP

(D) EtOH/CO, C,H,OH + 30, + 14ADP

+ 2C0, + 3H,0 + 14ATP

(E) Acetate/CO, C,H,0, + 20, + LOADP

= 200, + 2H,0 + 1LOATP

Stoichiometric Parameters (Molar Basis)

Ba YarP/0, Yarrico, tote iiuc

A 1 6 6 36

B © o I 2

c 1 5 5 10

D 0.67 4.67 7 ke

E I 5 5 --
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TABLE 3

Derivation of Metabolic Correction Function 8 for Cultures

Simultaneously Assimilating Glucose to Produce Ethanol and

TCA Cycle Energy

Glucose + 60, tt 36ADP>LCO, ch 6H,0 +. 36ATP (A)

Glucose + 2ADP>2EtOH + 2C0, 7 ZATP (B)

CER = CO, evolution rate. (mol/%-hr)

Et = rate «f ethanol production (mol/-hr)

G = rate of glucose consumed (mol/%-hr)

OUR = oxygen uptake rate (mol/%-hr) 

 

Er 1/6 OUR (20)

| ag 1/6 CER, (21)

oy 1/2 CER, (22)

N Gy 1/26 (23)

| CER = CER, + CER, (24)

|

Spee 1/6 OUR (25)

one 1/2 (CER-OUR) (26)

C, = OUR (27)

C, = CER-OUR (28)

Et = CER-OUR (29)

G
A a 1/6 OUR ei OUR (30)

GptG, 1/2(CER-OUR)+1/6 OUR 3CER-20UR

RQ = CER/OUR (31)
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

 

eyes
Ri 3R0-8 (32)

Cy 3RQ-3
en Ga On SRO (33)

Total amount of ATP produced per mole of glucose consumed

TOTAL GALE = 36€ #20 (34)

Total amount of oxygen consumed per mole of glucose consumed:

TOTAL (tO 2=16S (35)

Yield of ATP Per Mole of Oxygen:

* TOTAT WATP) 366426
YaTP/0, men On... ee (36)

Define B: *vi
ATP/O,

B =— (37)
Yrca

g = Sato (38)

200

17,

38

30

aS

.14

EDa S
O

r
O
H
r

P
H
r
H
r
H
r
r

defined to be the ratio of the overall yield of ATP per mole of oxygen utilized

Eq. (36), to the same yield, ah , obtained when cellular energy is being pro-

duced excusively by the catabolizing of glucose by the glycolysis-TCA cycle

sequence, Eq. (38). When the glycolysis-TCA cycle pathway is used exclusively,

the respiratory quotient equals 1.0, een = 6.0, and B=1.0.
2

wer
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B. Corrections for Diauxic Growth on Ethanol
 

The accounting for the diauxic growth on ethanol is made in similar fashion.

(Table 4). The metabolic correction factor, Ba, is defined, Eq. (42) as the

ratio of the overall yield of ATP per mole of oxygen during ethanol consumption

to Ln defined in the previous section. Since only one metabolic pathway is being

considered in the oxidation of ethanol, B, becomes a constant during this phase

of growth, Eq. (43).

C. Results of Estimation Procedure for the Yeast Fermentation Using the Metabolic

Correction Function, g

The numerical procedures previously developed were used again to obtain gateje

the yield and maintenance constants (Y. Tee and M = 0.0639g-X ).
x/0, g-0, 0,/x =-Th

Figure 3 shows the results of estimating biomass concentrationa a yeast experi-

 

ment using oxygen uptake rate and respiratory quotient data. ß was used for all

of the calculations except during the periods of diauxic growth on ethanol when

B q Was employed. The results of these computations agree with the laboratory

data exceedingly well (¢= 0.26 g/f) and represent a marked improvement over the

estimates provided by the uncorrected procedure.

V. APPLICATION OF REAL-TIME BIOMASS CONCENTRATION ESTIMATES IN A MODEL REFERENCE

CONTROL PROCEDURE

A kinetic model and dynamic optimization control procedure are under development

 

at the University of Pennsylvania for a fermentation producing Single Cell Protein
from cellulose. The two process variables of interest are the biomass and cellulose
concentrations. The variables to be controlled by the algorithm include temperature,
pH, dissolved oxygen, and substrate addition rates.

The control aspect of this research is conceptualized as the operation of two parallel
tasks: a) real-time data acquisition and analysis; and b) process simulation. The
real-time data is used in conjunction with the kinetic model (14) to calculate a

value of the objective function (maximize yield of biomass from cellulose). A process
simulation is performed, perturbing the controlled variable values and calculating

a new value of the objective function. The two values of the objective function are

compared. Depending upon the comparison, the computer either implements changes in

the controlled variables or continues to perform simulations using other control

variable perturbation combinations. In this way, the process being continuously

optimized, accounting for variable interactions as defined by the kinetic model.

It is clear that the values of the two process variables are required before this

control procedure can be applied for real-time control. Neither variable can be

measured on-line. Therefore, the biomass concentration data will be supplied by the

material balancing of oxygen in the real-time data analysis task employing the tech-

niques discussed previously. Once this information is available, accurate estimates

of the cellulose concentration may be obtained by a carbon balance and carbon dioxide

evolution data.
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TABLE 4

Derivation of Metabolic Correction Factor, Ba? For

Cultures Assimilating Ethanol in the Absence of Glucose

Ethanol + 30, + 14ADP 7200, > 3H,0 + 14ATP

CER = carbon dioxide evolution rate(mol/%-hr)

Et = rate of ethanol consumption (mol/2%-hr)

OUR = oxygen uptake rate (mol/%-hr)

Total amount of ATP produced per mole of ethanol:

TOTAL ATP = 14 (39)

Total amount of oxygen consumed per mole of ethanol consumed:

TOTAL 0, = 3 (40)

Yield of ATP per mole of oxygen:

* BA OTOTAT WATE. &
Yar/o, TOTALO0, = 14/3 = 4.6667 (41)

y*

Define Ba: ATP/O,
Ba FeIE (42)

¥
TCA

4.6667 _
Ba Riaarin 07.18 (43)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Accurate estimates of biomass concentration and growth rate may be obtained for

metabolically simple fermentations (Thermoactinomyces and Streptomyces) by material

balancing oxygen using the yield and maintenance model. In order to obtain estimates

of equivalent accuracy for metabolically complex fermentations (S. Cerevisiae), it is

necessary to correct the values of I/0 and My for metabolic variations using

respiratory quotient data. 4 2/X

These techniques have several attributes in that they: a) are fully automatic and

continuous; b) have rapid response times (<3.0 minutes); c) do not require the gen-

eration of discreet culture samples; d) have a broad range of fermentation application;

e) involve modest capital expenses for instrumentation and interfacing with a computer

and fermentation equipment. When the instrumentation is interfaced with an on-line

computer, these estimates are available in real-time. This temporal characteristic and

the accuracy of these estimates enables the application of these techniques to ad-

vanced computer process control strategies using model reference control techniques.

Le
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